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BILATERAL: One or more parties, assets, objects, axis, location, or energy.

KINETIC: Relating to or resulting from meta, motion, movement, mass or energy. From
Greek kinētikos, from kinein ‘to move’. Dynamic.

TELECOMMUNICATION: The science and technology of communication over a
distance by cable, telegraph, telephone, satellite or broadcasting. Telecommunication
is the transmission of information by various types of technologies over wire, radio,
optical, or other electromagnetic and wavelength systems.

BYLT://



BYLT is evolution.

Bylt is an interplanetary bilateral peer to peer network operating system. The system
starts socially via independent anonymous accounts that are correlated to tax id
numbers for digital security, business, compliance and income tax purposes.

Accounts can be from Professionals, Manufacturers, Tradesmen, Technicians,
Brokers, Asset & Portfolio Managers including anyone and any assets. Assets can be
robotics, vehicles, equipment, employees, products, land or materials.

Companies, government and individuals no longer have to worry about
pre-screening, qualification building, on-boarding, sourcing, scheduling, job
searching, job-posting, tracking, procurement, specifying, building & model access,
procurement, life-cycle and payments. 

BYLT is zero trust.

Bylt Infrastructure and platform is one of a kind with no single point of failure, multi
layer cold device protocol for public + private instant switch. In events of solar flare,
EMP or natural disasters protocols are automated to reboot or pull data back via
retraction.

End to End Encryption including: apps, data products, locations, communications
and collaborations. Work in real time on documents, projects, design, supply chains &
logistics or bids, freelance or contracts.



BYLT is geospatial, holistically. 

Assets are stored and transmitted through a geospatial network including a 6 axis
control that interacts off BYLT bilateral data feeds that are reactionary to the
otherwise stationary assets.

Bilateral Kinetic Circular Economic Operating System

Bylt auto aggregates and creates digital twins of you, a product or asset. Putting
data rights in the users hands. Bylt uses technology and systems available right
now to tackle urgent problems plaguing on-boarding, geo-political risks and supply
chains.

We give allowed stakeholders the ability to track, manage and create products
securely and confidentially from design, build, sale, ship, sail, re-purpose or
disposal. Streamlining compliance with sophisticated holistic compliance
algorithms.

BYLT is always on. Always Connected

Bylt is designed to work with available devices, equipment, finance and assets right
now, but also, scale seamlessly with new assets as they cycle inventories via new
manufacturer and supply chain specification and supplies. Bylt works offline and
communicates without Internet service in the worst of conditions.



BYLT is social.

Invest in businesses, projects, products, causes, assets and or developments
socially. Users can invest with asset, equity and benefit control right from your
wallet. Employee or professional benefit management has never been easier or
more engaging. 

Users can have, display or even connect their existing podcasts, broadcasts,
meetings, calls, texts, streaming channels and investment transparency.

Interactive Data & Feeds from air quality to port and vessel traffic with integrated
geographic project tagging and alerts. Track news articles and geo-fencing
holistically from your projects and tasks or create tasks or assignments right from a
data feed received.

Integrated automated advertising and news which can also be broadcasted out to
https news, social and media partners sites. For this and user benefits BYLT has
integrated with  APPLE news, BING News, Google News, Brave, Duckduckgo, Yahoo,
Yahoo Finance, Yandex, RSS, SEO and more.

ESG is tracked along the way holistically within BYLT and auto aggregating based or
delivery methods, product compositions, procurement, distances and overall end
product. Barcodes, GS1 or labels not required.

Auto Aggregations 

Data aggregations, search, solicit and filtering in real time by relevant user or
product experience via NAICS, D.O.T., Military, CSI & Other Enterprise Code
Compatible. 



BYLT FUSE  CONNECTED

Everyone. Everything. Connected & Protected. Quality control, product
connectivity and interoperability, alerts, failures and preemptive maintenance and
checks.

Robotics, Autonomy & Controls

Telematics allow Bylt to offer both on site and offsite operations.

BYLT ASSET TRACKING AND ANALYICS

Analytics unheard of before bylt with real time tracking of any product or asset
with non-fungible data. Bylt not only stores meta, data and broadcast to and from
the product or asset it also stays inside the product, asset or material. 

Stock Built In Apps & Integrations - Real Time And
Collaborative

Word Processor, Spreadsheet, Presentation, File Manager, Project Management &
3 D Modeling Interaction, Assets, Portfolio, Wallet, Projects, Services, Products,
Followers, Following, Feed, News, Posts, Share, Jobs, Employees, Experience,
Analytics, Controller, Two-Way Talk, Meetings, Call, Message, Certified Letter,
Jobs, Invest, Inventory Management, News, Podcast, Stream, Building or
Structure Hosting, Object Hosting, Passive Income.



AECx

Integrated News Media Partners As Of Now

BYLT brand Freemium User Portals, Voting, Benefits 
& Memberships  

OUTREACH

NewsPress Portal

www.naicp.org www.earthmaterials.com www.materialsmanagement.app www.bufulo.com www.bylt.news

bufulo

OUTREACH & OVERSIGHT



FOUNDER / DIRECTOR

ANTHONY PATRICK URBANO

LINKEDIN: https://www.linkedin.com/in/anthony-p-urbano/
PUBLICATIONS: Portable Terminal Transaction System Patent Application
                              Ball And Air Chamber For A Paintball Gun
                              

Open SDK & Grants

Users can create their own integrated apps or
host their own legacy files, models, and
programs while enjoying NFT tracking of them
with minimal cyber risks while eliminating IT
costs.

New Era Devices And Revenue Streams
For All Parties

Immersive and interactive advertising, Model
viewing access and entry, data dumps, AI
training data, Sensor data dumps, cost data
and bylt exchange streaming.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/anthony-p-urbano/
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/anthony-p-urbano_anthonys-first-patent-application-1999-2001-activity-6901931911435157504-e9nL?utm_source=linkedin_share&utm_medium=member_desktop_web
https://patents.google.com/patent/USD451977S1/en

